[Nursing as an art].
It is more important now than ever to define the goals of nursing by using an aesthetic approach. In every day practice the nurse must explore and adopt these functions, which constitute the essence of nursing as an art. The aim of this paper is to firstly explore the notion of nursing as an art, underpinned by the philosophy of art and to secondly discuss the hidden connections and the criteria for nursing seen or thought to be an art. In this paper, the aesthetic values have been used to depict and to expose the invisible qualities of nursing. Through the written text the attempt to explore the nature of nursing by an aesthetic approach, reveals that the essence of nursing is constituted by the same origins, which define the essence of art. This exploration of the literature led to the recognition of the quality of imitation as an attempt of the artist to awaken individuals to understand what a piece of art represents. Respectively, a nurse by represents a picture of wholeness for the health, attempt to stimulate patient to move forwards regaining control and achieving the state of well-being. The search of the expression as one of the sources of the aesthetic values has brought to the surface that nursing is expressed as a whole of unique functions containing love, advocacy, calmness, care and empathy. The exploration of the combination of the elements, their articulation or their structure exposes the beauty itself. The beauty of a statue as Venus of Milo as well as, in terms of nursing, the beauty of caring as the heart of nursing. However it is difficult to capture the totality of nursing in this paper, which attempts more to portray this beauty of nursing rather than to seek for a clear answer of what nursing is.